HAFA ADELYE SINGING CEREMONY HELD AT TITAN HIGH SCHOOL MARCH 22, 2019 (from left to right) Titan High School student, Sanaa Satumulato Batin (Chamorro traditional foods) Fredi Aki (assistant principal) for the Titan High School and Mrs. Sheila Solonz (principal) Titan High School. Mrs. Batin Beting (grading management program teacher), Savonatia (Savonatia is principal of Batin's family) & Chief Fabian Babin (Chief Fabian Babin is principal of Batin's family) as they proudly display their newly signed pledge badges today after Titan High School students.

CHAOI CHARMOLO: Our example is Our future.
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KAON TUFTUNG? (DO YOU KNOW?)

Hilita’i: Monitor Lizard

The Hilita’i or monitor lizard was to be our first stop to our trip to the southern islands. It is a common reptile in the Channel Islands. In this region, it is considered a medium-sized lizard as it is not the largest. It is an active climber and is often found in trees, rocks and other objects. It is known for its ability to live in a variety of environments, from rocky areas to dense foliage. This lizard is known for its ability to hunt for food, especially insects. The hilita’i is a nocturnal lizard and is often seen in the wild at night. It is not considered to be an endangered species. The hilita’i is a medium-sized lizard that is known for its ability to climb trees and other objects. It is often seen in the wild at night and is considered to be a medium-sized lizard.